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ell academic vocabulary is a vocabulary enhancement course that has the objective of increasing students vocabulary as quickly and effectively as possible
both inside and outside of the classroom. students will be required to memorize spelling, meaning, and usages of the most commonly used english words as
collected from comprehensive mainstream corpora. vocabulary is based on three corpora based lists: gsl (general service list), ivl (irregular verbs list), awl

(academic word list). these lists cover vocabulary in a variety of contexts with specific focus such as irregular verbs, academic words, and the most common
words of the language in order of usage frequency. mastery of these vocabulary lists will prepare students for daily life and academic success in cross

curriculum studies. the course will also provide test-taking strategies, and practice for the ielts / toefl english tests. students are required to utilize
dictionaries, internet resources, study guides, and school provided textbooks to complete coursework. students learn spelling, contextual usage, and research
skills while increasing their vocabularies and usage ability. pioneer is based on a theoretically sound and empirically oriented syllabus that covers current elt

theory and language pedagogy - developed using authentic, expert input. our flagship course for teenagers and young adults contains specific natural
language that makes the material highly relevant and engaging for the student. thanks to its clear approach with a strong communicative focus and

substantial input from the real world, pioneer ensures success.
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the martian is a bit like a thriller.
the book has action and lots of

adventure. the main character is
a man who finds himself

stranded on mars. he needs to
survive, and he must use his wits

to try and escape. at times he
feels like he has no one to turn
to and no way to survive. i think
it is more of a thriller because
the main character is stranded

on a planet. the book is a bit like
a thriller, and i like the book

because i like thrillers. it has a
bit of a mystery about it as well.
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i think this is a good book to
read because it's fun and

exciting. i like the book because
it is about the story of a man
who finds himself stranded on
mars. it is a very good book. in
this book, the author gives us

information about mars and the
characters. i like this book

because i like the characters and
that it is written from his

perspective. the pioneer series is
designed to ensure that you

have as many opportunities as
possible to engage with the

language and culture of others. it
is designed to provide you with

the opportunities to: learn about
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living in and around texas,
explore the culture of the state,

learn about the people of the
state, and to be able to

communicate effectively in an
english learning environment.
the pioneer series is based on

years of teaching, research, and
experience with student learning
and motivation. it is divided into
two parts - the english language

component and the cultural
component. the english

language component includes
two levels of english as an

academic language, the first of
which, (pioneer level a1) is

designed for students who are
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entering into esl learning, or for
those who are returning to study
and want to continue with their

english language learning
journey. the second, (pioneer

level a2) is designed for students
who are already in higher
education or have already

completed a b.a. in another
subject, or an equivalent. the

cultural component is intended
to increase awareness of and
appreciation of the various

cultures that exist within texas.
it includes a language

component for the intermediate-
level students and a culture

component for the upper
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intermediate and advanced level
students. 5ec8ef588b
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